Drug therapy problems found in ambulatory patient populations in Minnesota and South Australia.
To compare drug therapy problems identified by pharmacists in two patient samples, the Minnesota Sample and the South Australian Sample. Two patient samples were selected for this comparison. Both sets of patients received pharmaceutical care services from pharmaceutical care practitioners between March 1999 and February 2000. The two databases were then compared for common drug therapy problems. Comparison of drug therapy problems in the two samples. Both patient samples included patients who were 40 years of age or older. The Minnesota Sample included 1,598 individual patients, of whom 70% experienced one or more drug therapy problems at some time during their care. The South Australian Sample included a total of 982 patients of whom 90% experienced one or more drug therapy problems at some time during their care. Conditions common to both patient samples include hypertension, diabetes, arthritis, ischemic heart disease, and osteoporosis. Frequently occurring drug therapy problems in the Minnesota Sample included the need for additional drug therapy, dosage too low and non-compliance and in the South Australian Sample included non-compliance, additional drug therapy and ineffective drug therapy. Frequent drug therapy problems associated with medical conditions in the Minnesota Sample included addition of new therapies for conditions such as arthritis, hypertension, hyperlipidemia and allergic rhinitis, while for the South Australian Sample included compliance issues with conditions such as asthma, diabetes mellitus, angina and digestive disorders. Frequent drug therapy problems with associated drug classes in the Minnesota Sample included additional therapy for classes such as salicylates and calcium supplements, while in the South Australian Sample included the need for therapy for pneumococcal vaccines, salicylates, calcium supplements and tetanus vaccines. These data demonstrate that this age group has significant drug therapy problems and therefore emphasize the need for pharmaceutical care services in this population. The provision of pharmaceutical care by experienced practitioners can result in improved recognition of the full range of drug therapy problems confronting patients. Analyses such as those presented here provide information to better focus the training of practitioners based on the most frequently encountered health problems and the nature of common drug therapy problems in the community setting.